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This article examines methods to efficiently estimate the mean response in
a linear model with an unknown error distribution under the assumption that the
responses are missing at random. We show how the asymptotic variance is affected
by the estimator of the regression parameter and by the imputation method. To
estimate the regression parameter the Ordinary Least Squares method is efficient
only if the error distribution happens to be normal. If the errors are not normal, then
we propose a One Step Improvement estimator or a Maximum Empirical Likelihood
estimator to estimate the parameter efficiently.
In order to investigate the impact that imputation has on estimation of the mean
response, we compare the Listwise Deletion method and the Propensity Score method
(which do not use imputation at all), and two imputation methods. We show that
Listwise Deletion and the Propensity Score method are inefficient. Partial Imputation,
where only the missing responses are imputed, is compared to Full Imputation, where
both missing and non-missing responses are imputed. Our results show that in general
Full Imputation is better than Partial Imputation. However, when the regression
parameter is estimated very poorly, then Partial Imputation will outperform Full
Imputation. The efficient estimator for the mean response is the Full Imputation
estimator that uses an efficient estimator of the parameter.
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This work examines methods to efficiently estimate the mean response in a semi-
parametric model under the assumption that the responses are missing at random. A
study by Elliot (2008) illustrates the complexity of such a problem. He investigated
the link between specific minority groups (e.g., non-Mexican Hispanic Americans
or Chinese Americans) and obesity in children. The response variable, weight of
the child, was frequently missing and laws restricting personal information made it
impossible to recover the missing data. Because the missing structure was correlated
with other covariates (e.g. height of the child and location) in the model the results
would have been biased without imputation, i.e. without estimation of the missing
values.
Schick (1993) explains how efficient estimators are formed for regression models
when no distributional assumptions are made on the covariates. The Statistical analy-
sis with missing data book by Little and Rubin (2002) is well known for its explanation
on the estimation of regression parameters under the assumption of data missing at
random. Mu¨ller et al. (2006) propose the method of full imputation, which estimates
all the responses, as an improvement over partial imputation, where only the missing
responses are imputed. Mu¨ller (2009) showed that in order to efficiently estimate any
function of the response it is required to estimate the regression parameters efficiently.
We begin by investigating efficient estimation of the regression parameter when
the error distribution is unknown. The Ordinary Least Squares method is proven to
be efficient when the error distribution happens to be normal. The complete case
The journal model is The American Statistician.
2versions of the One Step Improvement Estimator discussed in Forrester et al. (2003)
and the Maximum Empirical Likelihood Estimator discussed in Peng and Schick
(2012) are presented as efficient estimators regardless of the error distribution. We
use simulations to show the mean square error of these estimators under various
distributions.
To estimate the mean response with missing data we compare four common
methods: Listwise Deletion, Propensity Score method, Partial Imputation, and Full
Imputation. We also derive the asymptotic variances for each method. Simulation
results show the MSE of the estimate of the mean response under various error dis-
tributions. We show how the MSE is affected by the method of imputation and by
the estimator of the regression parameter.
This research illustrates the impact that the imputation method has on esti-
mation in regression models that have missing data. Full imputation is shown to
have the least asymptotic variance when the parameter is estimated efficiently. With
an inefficient estimate of the parameter we see that full imputation can have more
asymptotic variance than partial imputation. When the missing structure is not sym-
metric about the covariate, listwise deletion methods will be biased. We find some
non-regular errors where the OLS estimator for the regression parameter performs
better than efficient estimators. The simulations show how each estimator performs
for finite sample sizes.
The paper is organized as follows: Chapter II investigates efficient estimation
of the regression parameter. Chapter III shows the asymptotic variance for different
methods we use to estimate the mean response with missing data. In Chapter IV we
study estimation of the mean response. We compare the asymptotic variance of the
partially imputed estimator to the fully imputed estimator. In Chapter V we show
the asymptotic variances for the imputation methods under various scenarios. Our
3conclusions are in Chapter VI.
Appendix A shows results from simulations using additional models not previ-
ously shown. Additionally there are tables of the simulated values for the MSE of
estimating ϑ and E(Y ). Appendix B contains the R code used to solve equations,
create graphs, and run the simulations. Appendix C is an extension of the model
given in the paper to a more general semi-parametric model. The method to find
the canonical gradient is shown, but no estimator has yet been proven to have an
influence function that matches the canonical gradient.
4CHAPTER II
PARAMETER ESTIMATION IN LINEAR REGRESSION
A. The model
The model form is
Y = ϑ>X + 
where ϑ is assumed to be fixed but unknown, the covariates, X, and errors, , are
assumed to have a random but unknown distribution. The distribution of , f(), has
a mean of zero and finite variance σ2. Further assume that X is square-integrable
with finite second moments and independent of . The expected value of  is 0 with
variance σ2. The observed variables are (X, δ, δY ) where δ is 0 if the response, Y , is
not observed, and 1 if the response is observed.
The conditional probability is assumed to depend only on the covariate, not the
response, meaning
P (δ = 1|X, Y ) = P (δ = 1|X) = E[δ|X] = pi(X).
This is called the Missing At Random (MAR) assumption.
The model is studied in Mu¨ller et al. (2006). The joint probability of dx, dy, and
dδ, P (dx, dy, dδ) is defined by
P (dx, dy, dδ) = G(dx)Bpi(X)(dδ){δQ(x, dy) + (1− δ)δo(dy)}
where G(dx) is the marginal distribution on dx, Bpi(X)(dδ) is the Bernoulli distribution
with conditional probability pi(X) = P (δ = 1|X), Q is the conditional distribution of
5dy given X, and δo(dy) is the Dirac measure at 0.
This work is based on the Hajek-Le Cam theory for locally asymptotically normal
families. An estimator of some function k(G,Q, pi), call it kˆ(G,Q, pi), is asymptotically
efficient if it is asymptotically linear, meaning
n1/2{kˆ(G,Q, pi} − k(G,Q, pi)) = n−1/2
n∑
i=1
b(Xi, i, δi) + op(1), (2.1)
and if b(Xi, δiYi, δi) ∈ L2,0(P ) is the efficient influence function.
B. Estimating the parameter
In this section it will be shown that the parameter ϑ in the linear model can be found
efficiently, and in Subsection 1 it will be shown that when the unknown error distribu-
tion is normal the efficient estimator matches the Ordinary Least Squares estimator.
A One Step Improvement estimator is proposed in Subsection 2 and a Maximum
Empirical Likelihood estimator is proposed in Subsection 3 which are efficient even
when the error distribution is not in fact normal. In Section C simulations are used
to find the MSE of each estimator for ϑ under various scenarios. The graphs show
how the efficient estimators outperform the inefficient ones for various sample sizes.
To find the influence function for an estimator of the parameter in a parametric
model we refer to the work of Mu¨ller (2009). Define the parametric model as Y =
rϑ(X)+ where rϑ(X) has derivative r˙ϑ(X), and the score function of  is l(). Define
ζ(δi, Xi, i) = [r˙ϑ(Xi)− E{r˙ϑ(X)|δ = 1}] l(i) + E{r˙ϑ(X)|δ = 1} i
σ2
. (2.2)
The efficient influence function for the parameter ϑ is
b(δi, Xi, i) = E{δζ(δ,X, )ζ(δ,X, )>}−1δiζ(δi, Xi, i). (2.3)
6This influence function holds for any parametric model of Y .
Next we will prove two lemmas. The first lemma shows the influence function
under the assumption of linear regression. The second lemma shows the influence
function under the assumption of linear regression and normally distributed errors.
Lemma II.1 Using the model defined above, the influence function for the linear
regression model where rϑ(X) = ϑ
>X is

















Proof: Assuming rϑ(X) = ϑ
>X then r˙ϑ(X) = X, and Equation 2.2 becomes
ζ(δi, Xi, i) = {X − E[X|δ = 1]} l(i) + E[X|δ = 1] i
σ2
.
The efficient influence function from Equation 2.3 is

















Lemma II.2 Using the simple linear regression model when the distribution of the
errors, , is normally distributed an efficient estimator for ϑ will have the asymptotic
7form




Proof: When the errors are normally distributed the score function will be l() = 
σ2
.
So, by Lemma II.1, the influence function will be
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Putting this influence function into Equation 2.1 with k(G,Q, pi) = ϑ gives








1. Ordinary least squares estimator
In this section we derive the OLS estimator for the missing data model, and introduce
a theorem that the OLS estimator is efficient if  is normally distributed. The model
under consideration is Y = ϑ>X +  where X is i.i.d. with finite variance and





i is invertible. To start we will introduce a term that is
op(1) which we will need later.









(δiXii − E[δX]) = op(1).
Proof: By the Weak Law of Large Numbers where δiXiX
>











































9Using the assumption of MAR where E[δY |X] = E[δ|X]E[Y |X]
E[δX] = E[δX(Y − ϑ>X)]
= E[δXY ]− E[δXϑ>X]
= E[XE(δY |X)]− E[Xϑ>XE(δ|X)]
= E[XE(δ|X)E(Y |X)]− E[Xϑ>XE(δ|X)]
= E[Xϑ>XE(δ|X)]− E[Xϑ>XE(δ|X)]
= 0. (2.5)
Because δiXii is i.i.d. with expected value of zero, the Central Limit Theorem states










δiXii = Op(1). (2.6)












The Ordinary Least Squares estimator for this model, ϑˆ, minimizes the squared











































Theorem II.4 Let Y = ϑ>X +  where X is i.i.d. and independent of . Assume




i is invertible. If in fact the errors
are normally distributed,  ∼ N(0, σ2), then the OLS estimator ϑˆOLS is asymptotically
efficient for ϑ. From Equation 2.1 this means
√
n(ϑˆOLS − ϑ) = n−1/2
n∑
i=1
b(Xi, δiYi, δi) + op(1).






































































Now by Lemma II.3
√
n(ϑˆOLS − ϑ) =















































































n(ϑˆOLS − ϑ) = n−1/2
n∑
i=1
b(Xi, δiYi, δi) + op(1).
Therefore by Lemma II.2 ϑˆols is an efficient estimator for ϑ.
a. OLS with double exponential errors
Consider the model Y = ϑ>X+  where  has an unknown distribution, but is in fact





Further assume Y is MAR depending on δ. Assume X is i.i.d. and independent




i is invertible. I will use
the efficient influence function to show that the OLS estimator is not efficient for all
distributions.
Lemma II.5 For the model desribed above where the distribution of  is unknown,
but is actually a Double Exponential random variable the influence function















δE[X|δ = 1]E[X|δ = 1]>
]−1
(





Proof: As defined above let f() be the distribution of , and let f˙() be the deriva-
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tive, then the score function for the Double Exponential distribution is













Using σ2 = 2λ2 in Lemma II.1 the influence function is




[X − E(X|δ = 1)] sign() 1
λ




[X − E(X|δ = 1)] sign() 1
λ





[Xi − E(X|δ = 1)] sign(i) 1
λ




Using the fact that sign()2 = 1, E(2) = 2λ2 and E{sign()} = λ













E(X|δ = 1)X> + 1
λ2
E(X|δ = 1)E(X|δ = 1)>
− 1
2λ2





E(X|δ = 1)E(X|δ = 1)> + 1
2λ2







X − sign(i) 1
λ




















































By the Hajek-Le Cam Theory the OLS estimator will have a random term which












δE[X|δ = 1]E[X|δ = 1]>
]−1
{





By showing that for a special case scenario this component is not zero, we will show
the OLS is not always an efficient estimator. Consider conditionally centered X’s
























δiXi(i − λ1i>0 + λ1i<0)
)
. (2.9)
This does not equal zero, and so the OLS estimator is not efficient for this model.
The following Lemma compares the MSE for the efficient estimator with the MSE
for the OLS estimator. The MSE for for a random square integrable estimator ϑˆ is
15
defined as
MSE(ϑˆ) = E[(ϑˆ− E(ϑˆ))(ϑˆ− E(ϑˆ))>].
Lemma II.6 Under the model where the error term is in fact double exponential and
where E(Xδ) = 0 the ratio of the MSE for the OLS estimator versus the efficient




Proof: First to find the MSE of the OLS estimator using Equation 2.7,















= σ2E[δXX>]−1 = 2λ2E[δXX>]−1.
Now to find the MSE for the efficient estimator using the influence function,

























This shows that asymptotically the efficient estimator will have half the variance of
the OLS estimator.
2. One step improvement estimator
One estimator which is asymptotically efficient for linear regression without missing
responses is the One Step Improvement estimator (OSI) described in Forrester et al.
(2003). This estimator can be modified analogously for the missing data situation as
shown below.
This requires an initial estimate of ϑ, call it ϑ, which must be
√
n consistent
and discretized. The Ordinary Least Squares estimator, even if the error distribution
is not normal is often used in practice as this original estimate. This estimator is
then “improved” by using a Newton-Raphson method with a direct estimator of the
influence function. Define
µ = E(X|δ = 1) σ2 = E(2).










(ϑ) = Y − ϑ>X
ζˆϑ (X, Y, δ) = [X − µˆ]lˆ{(ϑ)}+ µˆ(ϑ)/σ2ϑ.















for a kernel based estimate of the error density fˆn(). Call the density estimate fˆ
′
n().













The OSI estimator is efficient because it uses all the model information, including the
independence between  and X.
3. Maximum empirical likelihood estimator
An alternative efficient estimator is the Maximum Empirical Likelihood estimator
(MELE) which is explained by Peng and Schick (2012). This method maximizes the
empirical likelihood Rn(ϑ) with respect to ϑ. The MELE estimate is shown to be
efficient and equivalent to the OSI estimator in the model with complete observations
by Owen (1988). In the case of missing responses the estimator uses the subset of
responses which were observed, which is the same subset used for the OSI estimator.
Thus, following the reasoning used by Koul et al. (2012), the efficiency is preserved
in the MELE estimator. This approach is based on estimating the likelihood in L2,0.




















i=1 piiδi(Yi − ϑ>X) = 0 comes from the assump-
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tion that the errors have mean zero. The m constraints involving cik’s refer to the
independence assumption between X and . The idea is as follows: independence
between X and  implies E{(X −EX)a()} = 0 for any function a ∈ L2,0(F ), where
F is the distribution of . If F is continuous, then F () is uniformly distributed on
the interval (0,1). An orthonormal basis of L2,0(F ) is φ1 ◦ F, φ2 ◦ F, · · · where the
φk denote a basis of L2(U). Define Fϑ as the residual based empirical distribution
function for F . Then the estimated constraints are
cik(ϑ) = (Xi − µˆ)φk[Fϑ{i(ϑ)}], k = 1, 2, · · · ,m
for some integer m = mn →∞ as n→∞. As shown in Owen (2001) this maximiza-
tion problem will have exactly one solution in the simple linear case with probability
tending to one. For more detail and an implementation of the code in R see the
function el.test in the R package emplik. This estimate incorporates all information
in the model rendering it efficient for ϑ.
C. Simulation results for estimating the parameter
To simulate these results let ϑ = 3, E[] = 0, X ∼ Uniform(0, 2), with  and X
independent. Then ϑˆ was calculated using each of the following methods:
1. OLS: Ordinary Least Squares. Estimator will be efficient when the unknown
error is in fact normally distributed.
2. OSI: One Step Improvement. Estimator is asymptotically efficient.
3. MELE1: Maximum Empirical Likelihood Estimator with one constraint. For
small sample sizes one constraint could be sufficient to achieve efficiency.
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4. MELE2: Maximum Empirical Likelihood Estimator with two constraints on the
basis. The extra constraint handles larger sample sizes.
5. MELE3: Maximum Empirical Likelihood Estimator with three constraints on
the basis. The larger the sample size the more constraints needed to achieve
efficiency.
For each method of estimation the data is used only where the response is ob-
served. Thus in this section, we will work under the assumption of no missing data,
meaning δi = 1 for all i.
The Mean Square Error (MSE) was calculated for each simulation using various
methods of estimating ϑ. The methods include Ordinary Least Squares (OLS), One
Step Improvement (OSI), and Maximum Empirical Likelihood with one, two, or three
constraints on the basis (MELE1, MELE2 and MELE3 respectively).
The efficiency discussed earlier was verified for many error distributions. When
the errors are normal all the methods were practically indistinguishable, as expected.
Two interesting scenarios are shown. Figure 1 has t2 errors, and it can be seen that
the OLS estimator has a larger MSE, while the other methods are clear improvements.
The OSI is worse for small sample sizes because of the difficulty of estimating the
score function. Figure 2 has gamma errors shifted to have a mean of zero. The OLS
again has more variance, and now the effect of extra constraints in the MELE basis
can be seen since MELE3 has the smallest MSE.
For other distributions including the normal which are not shown here see Ap-
pendix A.
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Fig. 1. MSE for various methods of estimating ϑ under t2 errors.























Fig. 2. MSE for various methods of estimating ϑ under gamma errors.
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CHAPTER III
ESTIMATING THE MEAN RESPONSE IN REGRESSION
In this section the goal is to estimate E[Y ]. Define Ê(Y ) as the estimate for an












The methods that will compared are Listwise Deletion, a Propensity Score method,
Partial Imputation, and Full Imputation.
A. Listwise deletion
Listwise Deletion does not use any form of imputation. Any data entry where the
response (or the covariate) is missing is simply deleted from the dataset. This is the































= E(Y |δ = 1).
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The asymptotic result comes from the Law of Large Numbers. This expectation
should make sense, since it is the mean of the response where the data is not missing,
but this is not in general unbiased for E[Y ]. There are cases where listwise is unbiased,
for example, when the missing structure is symmetric across a symmetric covariate
X. Theorem III.1 explains the implication of this assumption.
Theorem III.1 When the missing structure is symmetric over symmetric covariates
E(δX) = E(δ)E(X).
Proof: For simplicity and reasons of clarity we assume the density of X, namely
g(x), is square integrable. Further define the density of X given δ = 1 as g1(x)
and assume it is square integrable. The assumption that the missing structure is
symmetric over the symmetric covariate means
g1{E(X)− x)} = g1{E(X) + x}. (3.2)





g1{E(X)− x}dx = 1,
which implies ∫ ∞
0
g1{E(X) + x}dx = 1/2, (3.3)
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Because δ is either zero or one, the following holds,
E(δX) = 0E(X|δ = 0){1− E(δ)}+ 1E(X|δ = 0)E(δ)














Now changing the indexes so the integrals sum over the same area, but start from








{E(X) + x}g1{E(X) + x}dx
]
.


























Using this theorem for Listwise Deletion when the missing structure is symmetric
over the covariate then
E(X|δ = 1) = E(X) ⇐⇒ E(δX) = E(1 ∗X|δ = 1)E(δ) = E(δ)E(X). (3.4)
This means for linear regression if the data is missing equally on both sides of E(X)
then the estimate of the mean without the missing data will be asymptotically con-
sistent.



























































Including the proper constant of n ensures that each summation is an average, which





















































By the law of large numbers each average converges to its finite expected value. By
Slutsky’s theorem the summations in the equation can be evaluated separately. The
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Thus the listwise deletion method is biased unless the missing structure is symmetric








This variance will be compared with other methods in Chapter V.
B. Propensity score
Another method which does not use imputation but is unbiased is the propensity score
method proposed by Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983). For this type of no imputation the
data where the response is not observed are deleted from the dataset, but responses
which are observed are weighted with the probability of being observed. The estimate








If E(δ|Xi) is not known then it can be estimated empirically as done by Dong and
Song (2009). It will be assumed that E(δ|X) is bounded away from zero on the
support of X. Note this equation does not require an estimate of ϑ. The estimator
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Deleting the responses which are not observed is a loss of information, and as such
the propensity score method is in general not efficient. For a discussion on the dis-
advantages of such methods see Bell et al. (2009) for details on the bias and variance
of such methods.














































































































































This variance will be compared with other methods in Chapter V.
C. Partial imputation







δiYi + (1− δi)ϑˆ>Xi
)
. (3.8)
This method requires an estimate of ϑ. The asymptotic variance of partial imputation
depends in part on the variability of ϑˆ. When Y is observed and used instead of
28
ϑˆX then information about the regression structure is lost. This implies partial
imputation is not in general efficient.
The efficiency of the estimator used for ϑ will affect the asymptotic variance of
the partially imputed estimator. This can be seen by examining the influence function
of ϑˆ, b(δ,X, ). Assume ϑˆ is a
√
n consistent estimator of ϑ. Then the estimate of ϑ
can be expanded in asymptotically linear form using Equation 2.1 to
√




b(δi, Xi, i) + op(1)
where E{b(δi.Xi, i)} = 0.
To simplify the notation the influence function will be written as bi rather than
b(δi, Xi, i). To simplify the equations the notation =˙ will be used to denote equals
on the order of n−1/2. In other words, =˙ allows suppression of the term o(n−1/2). For
more detail on the implications of
√
n estimation in a semiparametric model refer
to Schick (1996a), or for a partly linear model refer to Schick (1996b). Then the








Also throughout the following proofs the subscripts Xi vs. Xj will emphasize when
two variables are independent of each other. The next theorem shows the partially
imputed estimator is asymptotically unbiased.
Theorem III.2 The expected value for partial imputation is
E{Ê(Y )PI} =˙ E(Y ).
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By similar proof it can be shown that








Using these expected values the expected value for partial imputation can be found
as






δiYi + (1− δi)ϑˆX>i
}
= E(δY ) + E(ϑˆ>X)− E(δϑˆ>X).
Using Equation 3.9,










Now using the fact that these results are of order op(n
−1/2),
E{Ê(Y )PI} =˙ ϑ>E(X)
=˙ E(ϑ>X + )
=˙ E(Y ).
The next theorem will identify the asymptotic variance.
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Proof: The following expected value will be useful later. The subscripts on X help
indicate independent instances of the same random variable.













































Using the fact that E(b) = 0,



































































































































Using the fact that E(b) = 0,


















































Again using the E(b) = 0 and using the fact that any term of order 1/n2 can be
included in the term o(n1/2) which is noted with the symbol =˙, and denoting the
trace of matrix by Tr, then




















Another expected value is

















































The sums will be separated into each scenario as defined in the summation,
























































n2 − 5n+ 6 terms∑






Then the expected values are





























n2 − 5n+ 6
n2
E(b)>E(X)E(X)>E(b).
Now using E(b) = 0 and the fact that any term or order 1/n2 is included in the term
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o(n−1/2) which is denoted by =˙,










By a similar proof,
E(δiϑˆ














































{δiYi + (1− δi)ϑˆ>Xi}+ nE2(Y ).
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{δiYi + (1− δi)ϑˆ>Xi}{δjYj + (1− δj)ϑˆ>Xj}
]











































































{δiYi + (1− δi)ϑˆ>Xi}{δjYj + (1− δj)ϑˆ>Xj}
]
−nϑ>E(X)E(X)>ϑ− 2ϑ>E(X){E(b>X)− E(δb>X)}).
Now the double summation will be simplified by breaking it into two scenarios as
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n2 − n terms∑
i 6=j
{δiYi + (1− δi)ϑˆ>Xi}{δjYj + (1− δj)ϑˆ>Xj}
]
−nϑ>E(X)E(X)>ϑ− 2ϑ>E(X){E(b>X)− E(δb>X)}). (3.14)


































































Since terms of order 1/n2 can be included in the term op(n





























n2 − n terms∑
i 6=j










>Xj − 2δiδjYiϑˆ>Xj + ϑˆ>XiX>j ϑˆ






E2(δY ) + 2ϑ>E(δiXiX>j ϑˆ) + 2E(δiiϑˆ
>Xj)− 2ϑ>E(δiδjXiX>j ϑˆ)
−2E(δiδjiϑˆ>Xj) + E(ϑˆ>XiX>j ϑˆ)− 2E(δjϑˆ>XiX>j ϑˆ) + E(δiδjϑˆ>XiX>j ϑˆ)
}
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n2 − n terms∑
i 6=j


























































































Since items of order 1/n2 can be included in the term op(n
−1/2) which is denoted
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n2 − n terms∑
i 6=j
{δiYi + (1− δi)ϑˆ>Xi}{δjYj + (1− δj)ϑˆ>Xj}
]











+2ϑ>E(δX)E(X>b) + 2ϑ>E(δXb>)E(X) + 2E(bδ)>E(X)
−2ϑ>E(δX)E(δX>b)− 2ϑ>E(δXb>)E(δX)− 2E(bδ)>E(δX)
+2ϑ>E(X)E(X>b) + 2ϑ>E(Xb>)E(X) + E(X)>E(bb>)E(X)
−2ϑ>E(X)E(δX>b)− 2ϑ>E(δXb>)E(X)− 2ϑ>E(δX)E(X>b)









n2 − n terms∑
i 6=j

















E(X)− E(δX)}>E(bb>){E(X)− E(δX)}] (3.16)
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This variance will be compared with full imputation in Chapter IV and compared
with other methods in Chapter V.
D. Full imputation
Full imputation incorporates all the information about the model and imputes all the
data, even data which are not missing. Full imputation does not imply that data
are erased as the observed responses are used in estimating ϑ. As shown in Mu¨ller
(2009) the formula for full imputation requires weights which account for the error
structure. To find the final form of the estimate begin with the equation for full
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>Xi + Yj − ϑˆ>Xj)∑n
j=1 δi
(3.17)
where ˆ = Y − ϑˆ>X, wˆj > 0, and it satisfies the conditions
∑n
j=1 wˆjδj ˆj = 0 and∑n
j=1 wˆj = n. As shown by Owen (2001), these weights can be found by
wˆj =
1
1 + λδj ˆ
.




1 + λδj ˆj
= 0.








The following theorem shows that full imputation is unbiased
Theorem III.4 The expected value for full imputation is approximately
E(Ê(Y )FI) = E(Y ).
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Proof: Using the expectation found in Equation 3.9,













=˙ E(ϑ>X + )
=˙ E(Y ).
Now the asymptotic variance of the fully imputed estimator will be shown.





















































































































This variance will be compared with partial imputation in Chapter IV. In Chapter V
full imputation will be compared with the other estimators discussed earlier. It will
be seen that full imputation has the least amount of asymptotic variance when an
efficient estimator of ϑ is used.
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CHAPTER IV
COMPARISON OF PARTIAL AND FULL IMPUTATION
An estimate is considered efficient if the asymptotically linear form of the estimator
matches the efficient influence function as defined in Equation 2.1. Mu¨ller (2009)
shows that full imputation with an efficient (regular) estimator of ϑ is an ideal method
as it is guaranteed to be efficient. The same article in shows in Equation 4.10 what
the efficient influence function would be for the parametric model when estimating
a generic function h(X, Y ). In this paper we have a linear model so the efficient
influence function for estimating E{h(X, Y )} = E(Y ) can be written as






+E(X)>E{δζ(δ,X, )ζ(δ,X, )>}−1δiζ(δi, Xi, i)
]
+ op(1) (4.1)
with ζ(δ,X, ) as defined in Equation 2.2.
Partial Imputation is perhaps more intuitive since only the data that are missing
are imputed. The asymptotic variance of each method is determined by the influence
function of the estimator used. In this section we explore how the asymptotic variance
is affected by an inefficient estimator of ϑ.
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A. Efficient estimate for ϑ
As shown in Lemma II.1 when an efficient estimator for ϑ is used the influence function
is

















Using the fact that δ is either 0 or 1, the following simplification can be used:






Which means the influence function can be written in a simplified form as
b = E(δζζ>)−1δζ
where

























= E(δζζ>)−1{E(δX)− E(δX) + E(δX)}
= E(δζζ>)−1E(δX).



















































































Then the asymptotic variance for partial imputation is




= ϑ>{E(XX>)− E(X)E(X)>}ϑ+ σ2E(δ)
+E(X)>E(δζζ>)−1E(X)− E(δX)>E(δζζ>)−1E(δX). (4.3)
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The asymptotic variance for full imputation is
AVFI EFF = ϑ
>{E(XX>)− E(X)E(X)>}ϑ+ E(X)>E(δζζ>)−1E(X) (4.4)
It should be noted that this same asymptotic variance can be calculated by taking
the expected value of the squared efficient influence function in Equation 4.1.
The difference between the fully imputed estimator and the partially imputed
estimator is









To simplify the notation let




To show that C0 is nonnegative see the discussion after Equation (2.7) in Mu¨ller (2007)
to apply the Cauchy Schwarz inequality to higher dimensions. The quantity Q0 is
nonnegative because it has a quadratic form. The difference for the fully imputed
estimator and the partially imputed estimator can now be written as






This difference is always nonnegative which implies partial imputation has at least
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as much asymptotic variance as full imputation when an efficient estimate for ϑ is
used. This supports what the Hajek-Le Cam theory shows in the paper from Mu¨ller
(2009), which is that full imputation with an efficient estimate for ϑ is efficient.
B. Weighted least squares estimate of ϑ
The model E(Y |X) = ϑ>X suggests estimators for ϑˆ that solve the equation
n∑
i=1
δiwϑˆ(Xi)(Yi − ϑˆ>Xi) = 0 (4.7)
where wϑˆ is a p-dimensional vector of weight functions. Note that E{δwϑ(X)(Y −
ϑ>X)} = 0.
The next step is to determine the asymptotic linear form of the weighted least squares
estimator. Assumptions IV.1 and IV.2 as well as Theorem IV.3 are based on Section
2 of a paper by Mu¨ller (2007).
Assumption IV.1 The p-dimensional vector wτ (X) is L2(P ) differentiable at τ = ϑ
with a p × p matrix of partial derivatives w˙ϑ(X) and a p-dimensional gradient X,
respectively,
E{|wτ (X)− wϑ(X)− w˙ϑ(X)(τ − ϑ)|2} = o(|τ − ϑ|2).
Assumption IV.1 guarantees that the expected value of wτ (X)(Y − τ>X) can be
approximated as follows,
E{δwτ (X)(Y − τ>X)} − E[δwϑ(X){Y − ϑ>X}]
= −A(τ − ϑ) + o(|τ − ϑ|), (4.8)
where A is a p× p matrix of expectations, namely
A = E{δwϑ(X)X>} (4.9)
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Assumption IV.2 A is invertible.







δiwτ (Xi)(Yi − τ>Xi)− E{δwτ (X)(Y − τ>X)}
]





|Enτ − Enϑ| > η) ≤ ε. (4.10)
See for example Andrews and Pollard (1994) or Mu¨ller et al. (2004).











δiwϑ(Xi)(Yi − ϑ>Xi) + op(1). (4.11)
Proof: Consider the estimating Equation 4.7 and the empirical process Enτ from









E{δwϑˆ(X)(Y − ϑˆ>X)}+ Enϑ − Enϑ
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with Enϑˆ − Enϑ = op(1) by Equation 4.10. Hence
















δiwϑ(Xi)(Yi − ϑ>Xi)− An1/2(ϑˆ− ϑ)
+n1/2o(|ϑˆ− ϑ|) + op(1).
In the last equation we used Equation 4.8. Since the matrix A is invertible by As-
sumption IV.2 we have proved the desired statement.
Refer to Schick (1996c) for more details on weighted least squares estimation.
By Theorem 4.11 the influence function for weighted least squares is
bi = E{δwϑ(X)X>}−1δiwϑ(Xi)(Yi − ϑ>Xi).














By Theorem III.3 the asymptotic variance for partial imputation using weighted least
squares is





ByTheorem III.5 the asymptotic variance for full imputation using weighted least
squares is




The two methods can be compared by determining where the difference between
Equation 4.12 and Equation 4.13 is positive or negative. In other words, if
AVPI WLS − AVFI WLS




is positive then partial imputation will have a larger asymptotic variance, imply-
ing the full imputation is better for that type of weighted least squares estimator.
Whether Equation 4.14 is positive or negative depends on the type of weights chosen,
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as illustrated by examples in the following sections. Subsection 1 discusses ordinary
least squares; other weighted least squares estimators are explored in Subsection 2
and Subsection 3.
1. Ordinary least squares estimate of ϑ
If OLS is used for the estimate for ϑ, then wϑ(X) = X, so by Equation 4.12
AVPI OLS = ϑ{E(XX>)− E(X)E(X)>}ϑ+ σ2E(δ)
+σ2E(X)>E(δXX>)−1E(X)− σ2E(δX)>E(δXX>)−1E(δX).(4.15)
By Equation 4.13 The asymptotic variance for full imputation using OLS with the
influence function as shown for the partially imputed estimator is
AVFI OLS = ϑ
>{E(XX>)− E(X)E(X)>}ϑ+ σ2E(X)>E(δXX>)−1E(X). (4.16)
The difference between the fully imputed estimator and the partially imputed esti-
mator with OLS is
AVPI OLS − AVFI OLS = σ2{E(δ)− E(δX)>E(δXX>)−1E(δX)}.
This is nonnegative by the Cauchy Swarz inequality, so partial imputation will have
at least as much asymptotic variance as full imputation using Ordinary Least Squares.
In the case where  is normally distributed the OLS estimator will match the effi-







Then the asymptotic variance for partial imputation with an efficient estimator comes
from Equation 4.3
AVPI EFF = ϑ
>{E(XX>)− E(X)E(X)>}ϑ+ σ2E(δ)
+σ2{E(X) + E(δX)}>E(δXX>)−1{E(X)− E(δX)}.
This matches the partial imputation method with an OLS estimator given in Equa-
tion 4.15. For full imputation the efficient estimator when I = 1/σ2 is
AVFI EFF = ϑ
>{E(XX>)− E(X)E(X)>}ϑ+ E(δX)>E(δXX>)−1E(δX).
which matches asymptotic variance for the full imputation with an OLS estimator
given in Equation 4.16. This shows the approach using the OLS method is asymptot-
ically equivalent to the approach using the efficient method. Consider the case when
the error distribution is unknown. We will compare the asymptotic variance of the
fully imputed estimator based on the OLS and the fully imputed estimator that uses
an efficient estimator. By Equations 4.16 and 4.4 the difference of the asymptotic
variances is





Using the notation for Q0 given in Equation 4.6 and for Cs given in Equation 4.5 this
can be written as







By the Cauchy Schwarz inequality C0 is positive, as is the quadratic form Q0, so this
difference is nonnegative when I ≥ 1/σ2. This shows that the fully imputed estimator
using OLS has in general larger asymptotic variance than the corresponding estimator
with an efficient estimator of ϑ. This holds if the usual regularity conditions are met.
This will not hold for the uniform distribution, for example, where the support for 
depends on the parameter.
2. Constant weight for WLS
If a constant weight, say wϑ(X) = 1 is used, then the difference between partial and
full imputation given in Equation 4.14 becomes
AVPI WLS − AVFI WLS
= σ2E(δ) + 2σ2E(δ)E(δX)−1E(X)− 2σ2E(δ)− 2σ2E(δ)E(δX)−1E(X) + σ2E(δ)
= 0.
This implies that full imputation and partial imputation are asymptotically equivalent
if the weights are constant. This can be seen by rewriting the weighted estimating
equation in Equation 4.7,
n∑
i=1




















































































which equals the fully imputed estimator in Equation 3.18 with the estimator having
weights equal to one. The proof for any constant weight is similar. Partial imputation
is the same as full imputation when a constant weight is used.
3. A poor choice of weights in WLS
Full imputation depends heavily on the estimate for ϑ, so if weighted least squares
is used with weights that are chosen poorly enough full imputation will have more






































[{X − E(X)}{X − E(X)}>
E(δ|X) E(δ|X)
]
= E{XX> − 2XE(X)> + E(X)E(X)>}
= E(XX>)− E(X)E(X)>.
The difference in asymptotic variance between partial and full imputation using
Equation 4.14 is
AVPI WLS − AVFI WLS
= σ2E(δ)− 2σ2E(δX)>{E(XX>)− E(X)E(X)>}−1E(X)
+σ2E(δX)>{E(XX>)− E(X)E(X)>}−1E(δX)
= σ2E(δ) + σ2E(δX)>{E(XX>)− E(X)E(X)>}−1{E(δX)− 2E(X)}.(4.18)
When the difference is negative partial imputation has less variance than full impu-
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tation. The following explanation shows that this scenario is possible. The method
is to increase the value of Equation 4.18, but then show a scenario where the larger
value is still negative. That implies Equation 4.18 would be negative and partial
imputation is better than full imputation in that case. Consider the inequality
E(δX){Cov(X)}−1E(δX) ≤ E(δX){Cov(X)}−1E(X). (4.19)
When X is positive Equation 4.19 is true. When X is negative then the two expected
values in each side of the equation net a postive result, so Equation 4.19 is still true.
This means Equation 4.18 can be increased by
σ2E(δ) + σ2E(δX)>{E(XX>)− E(X)E(X)>}−1{E(δX)− 2E(X)}
≤ σ2E(δ)− σ2E(δX)>{E(XX>)− E(X)E(X)>}−1E(δX).
If the larger equation is still negative, then partial imputation has less variability than
full imputation. In other words, if
0 ≥ E(δ)− E(δX)>{E(XX>)− E(X)E(X)>}−1E(δX).






To see that this scenario is possible consider the case when the missing structure is




Then Equation 4.20 becomes
E(X2) ≤ {E(δ) + 1}E2(X).
Such a scenario is explored in Section V. In that case the estimate of ϑ has so much




In this section the goal is to estimate E(Y ) under the simple linear model where
Y = ϑX + . Let X ∼ Uniform(0, 2), and ϑ = 3. The following error distributions
of  are considered:
1.  ∼ Uniform(−1, 1) which breaks the regularity conditions;
2.  ∼ Normal(0, 1) where the OLS method is efficient;
3.  ∼ Double Exponential with a mean of 0 and variance 2;
4.  ∼ t with 3 degrees of freedom;
5.  ∼ Gamma with a variance of 2 shifted to have a mean of 0.
6.  ∼ Logistic. The standard Logistic distribution has heavy tails compared to
the Normal distribution.
7.  ∼ Gumbel. The standard Gumbel distribution is similar to the Normal but
is skewed.
Table I lists some calculations that are helpful for finding the asymptotic variance
under each error distribution.
For each scenario the asymptotic variances will be compared using the following
methods:
1. LD - Listwise Deletion (Equation 3.5);
2. PS - Propensity Score using the true pi(X) (Equation 3.7);
3. PI EFF - Partial Imputation with an efficient estimate (Equation 4.3);
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4. FI EFF - Full imputation with an efficient estimate (Equation 4.4);
5. PI OLS - Partial Imputation using Ordinary Least Squares (Equation 4.15);
6. FI OLS - Full Imputation using Ordinary Least Squares (Equation 4.16).
A. Symmetric missing structure
Consider the case where the missing structure pi(X) = E(δ|X) has the piecewise form
pi(X) =

.2 0 < X < .5
.8 .5 ≤ X < 1.5
.2 1.5 ≤ X ≤ 2
which means δ is 1 with probability of 0.20 on the ends of X, and is 1 with probability
0.80 in the middle range of X. Figure 3 shows a plot of pi(X).
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Fig. 3. Symmetric missing structure. The missingness is centered over E(X) = 1 and
is stepwise.
It is easy to show that E(X) = 1, E(X2) = 4/3, and
E(δ) = (0.2)(1/4) + (0.8)(1/2) + (0.2)(1/4) = 1/2.



























And by using the same method E(δX>X) = 71/120 ≈ 0.59167. The next expectation
uses the fact that E(δ|X) = (0.2)1(0 ≤ X ≤ 0.5) + (0.8)1(0.5 < X ≤ 1.5) +




































































This specific model is interesting because E(δX) = E(δ)E(X). See Theo-
rem III.1 for an explanation of how this implies the listwise deletion method is not
biased. The asymptotic variances are given in Table II. It is easy to see that the
Propensity Score method which uses the true pi(X) has the highest variance. The
Listwise Deletion method has less variance than the propensity score method because
the error structure is symmetric over E(X). When the error structure is uniform the
regularity conditions do not hold, and there is no regular efficient estimator for the
mean response. In this case the estimates using an OLS estimate for ϑ have the least
variance. When the errors are normal the imputation methods to estimate the mean
response have the same asymptotic variance whether an OLS estimate or the efficient
estimate of ϑ is used. See Subsection 1 for discussion on how the OLS estimate is
efficient under normality. In every other case using full imputation with the efficient
estimate of ϑ results in the smallest asymptotic variance.






The asymptotic variances for partial and full imputation when the errors are standard
normally distributed are
AVPI WLSbad = 997.5
AVFI WLSbad = 998.0
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Table II. The asymptotic variances where the missing structure is symmetric.
LD PS PI OLS PI EFF FI OLS FI EFF
U(-1,1) 13.0 33.8 3.59 3.67 3.56 3.67
N(0,1) 14.3 35.8 4.77 4.77 4.69 4.69
Dexp 16.3 39.0 6.54 6.20 6.38 5.23
t3 18.3 42.1 8.30 7.79 8.07 7.39
Gamma(2,1)-2 16.3 39.0 6.54 6.20 6.38 5.93
Logistic 18.9 43.0 8.82 8.75 8.56 8.48
Gumbel 15.6 37.9 5.91 5.72 5.78 5.53
As discussed in Subsection 3, this version of weighted least squares causes full imputa-
tion to have more asymptotic variance than partial imputation. From Equation 4.20
it can be seen that this difference would be even more drastic if pi(X) was closer to
zero or if the variance of X was smaller.
B. Gaussian missing structure
Now consider a Gaussian missing structure where






This model is similar to the symmetric missing structure discussed earlier, but it is a
smooth function. The plot for the Gaussian missing structure is given in Figure 4.
As before E(X) = 1, E(X2) = 4/3, and σX = 1/3. The other needed pieces are
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The asymptotic variances for this model are given in Table III. The results are
similar to the symmetric model. The uniform distribution shows a smaller asymp-
totic variance for methods that use the OLS estimator for ϑ, and under the normal
distribution the OLS and efficient estimates for ϑ agree. For every other error distri-
bution the fully imputed estimator with an efficient estimator of ϑ has the smallest
asymptotic variance.
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Table III. The asymptotic variances where the missing structure is Gaussian.
LD PS PI EFF FI EFF PI OLS FI OLS
U(-1,3) 12.1 54.2 3.661 3.661 3.597 3.575
Normal 13.5 57.0 4.79 4.724 4.79 4.724
DExp 15.5 61.2 6.282 6.049 6.579 6.448
t3 17.5 65.5 7.924 7.574 8.369 8.171
Gamma(2,1)-2 15.5 61.2 6.282 6.049 6.579 6.448
Logistic 18.0 66.7 8.84 8.60 8.89 8.67
Gumbel 14.8 59.7 5.78 5.62 5.94 5.84
As in the previous section consider the weighted least squares where the choice of
weights follows Subsection 3. For this missing structure the assumption of E(δX) =
E(δ)E(X) does not hold. The asymptotic variances for partial and full imputation
when the errors are standard normally distributed are
AVPI WLSbad = 997.5
AVFI WLSbad = 998.0
Again this shows an example where full imputation has more asymptotic variance
than partial imputation due to the poor estimation of the parameter ϑ.
C. Exponential missing structure
Now consider an exponential missing structure where









The plot for the exponential missing structure is given in Figure 5.

















Fig. 5. Exponential missing structure.



































































Here E(X) = 1, E(X2) = 4/3, σX = 1/3, E(δ) = 1/2, E(δX) = 0.37355,
E(δX2) = 0.41377, E{1/E(δ|X)} = 2.58059, and E{X2/E(δ|X)} = 5.1455. The
asymptotic variances for this model are given in Table IV. For this scenario the
Listwise Deletion method is not of interest because it is biased. Asymptotically the
Listwise Deletion estimator will not converge to the true E(Y ). The Propensity Score
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method has much higher variance than the imputation methods. As in the previous
two sections when the error structure is Uniform the OLS method outperforms the
other methods. When the error structure is Normal the OLS and efficient estimates
are the same. The best method in every case except the Uniform is full imputation
with an efficient estimate of ϑ.
Table IV. The asymptotic variances where the missing structure is exponential.
LD PS PI EFF FI EFF PI OLS FI OLS
U(-1,1) – 38.2 4.194 4.194 3.86 3.806
Normal – 39.9 5.58 5.417 5.58 5.417
DExp – 42.51 7.138 6.647 8.159 7.834
t3 – 45.11 9.206 8.47 10.739 10.25
Gamma(2,1)-2 – 42.51 7.138 6.647 8.159 7.834
Logistic – 45.80 11.2 10.71 11.49 10.95
Gumbel – 41.55 6.65 6.29 7.24 6.98
As in the previous two sections consider the weighted least squares where the
choice of weights follows Subsection 3. For this missing structure the assumption of
E(δX) = E(δ)E(X) does not hold. The asymptotic variances for partial and full
imputation when the errors are standard normally distributed are
AVPI WLSbad = 997.7
AVFI WLSbad = 998.0
Again this shows an example where full imputation has more asymptotic variance
than partial imputation due to the poor estimation of the parameter ϑ.
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D. Simulation results with finite sample sizes
This section uses simulations to compare Full Imputation, Partial Imputation, and
the Propensity Score method. The simulated Mean Square Error of the estimators for
E(Y ) is shown for various estimates of the parameter ϑ. OLS denotes the Ordinary
Least Squares estimate, OSI denotes to the One Step Improvement estimator, and
MELE denotes the Maximum Empirical Likelihood Estimator with one, two or three
constraints which are called MELE1, MELE2, and MELE3, respectively. The results
are from 20,000 simulations.
Figure 6 shows results with no missing data when the errors are normally dis-
tributed. Because there is no missing data the Partial Imputation method is simply
the empirical estimator Y¯ and therefore does not depend on ϑ. Since the errors are
normal Full imputation is asymptotically efficient for all five estimates of ϑ. For small
sample sizes the OSI method has a larger MSE, partly due to the difficulty of esti-
mating the score function. The MSE for the Propensity Score method is given below

























































































































































































Fig. 7. MSE for estimating E[Y ] under normal errors with an exponential missing
structure
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Figure 7 shows results from an exponential missing structure. With missing data
the variance of the partial imputation method depends on the estimate of ϑ. The
errors are again generated from the normal distribution so Full Imputation is efficient
with any estimate of ϑ. With small sample sizes the OLS estimate has the smallest
MSE and OSI has a larger MSE. The MELE3 method performs better than MELE1
or MELE2 for the larger sample size, which is expected. In every case Full Imputation
is better than Partial Imputation.
Figure 8 shows results with gamma errors and an exponential missing stucture.
In this case for small sample sizes there is a dramatic difference in the MSE for
estimating E(Y ) depending on the estimate of ϑ. The OSI estimate cannot estimate
the score function well for small sample sizes, but for a large sample size it performs
very well. The OLS estimate has more variance, and that difference grows as the
sample size increases.
For graphs of other error distributions across the different structures of the miss-































































































When the unknown error distribution is in fact normal the Ordinary Least Squares
estimator is efficient for estimating the parameter in linear regression. If the errors
are not normal, then a One Step Improvement estimate or a Maximum Empirical
Likelihood estimate can be used to estimate the parameter efficiently.
When estimating the mean response Listwise Deletion can be biased depending
on the missing structure. The Propensity Score method is an improvement as it is
unbiased, but neither Listwise Deletion nor the Propensity Score method are effi-
cient. Estimating the mean response efficiently requires imputation. For both Partial
Imputation and Full Imputation the performance depends on the estimate of the re-
gression parameter, but in general Full Imputation is better than Partial Imputation.
Only when the parameter is estimated very poorly will Partial Imputation have less
variance than full imputation. The efficient estimate for the mean response is Full
Imputation with an efficient estimate of the parameter.
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A. Additional results and tables of MSE
1. Estimation of ϑ
Using the model as defined on page 18 where ϑ = 3, E[] = 0, X ∼ Uniform(0, 2), with
 and X independent. Then ϑˆ was calculated using each of the following methods:
1. OLS: Ordinary Least Squares. Estimator will be efficient when the unknown
error is in fact normally distributed.
2. OSI: One Step Improvement. Estimator is asymptotically efficient.
3. MELE1: Maximum Empirical Likelihood Estimator with one constraint. For
small sample sizes one constraint could be sufficient to acheive efficiency.
4. MELE2: Maximum Empirical Likelihood Estimator with two constraints on the
basis. The extra constraint handles larger sample sizes.
5. MELE3: Maximum Empirical Likelihood Estimator with three constraints on
the basis. The larger the sample size the more constraints needed to achieve
efficiency.
The Mean Square Error (MSE) was calculated for each simulation using various
methods of estimating ϑ. Figure 9 shows the MSE for estimating ϑ when the error
are normally distributed. In such a case all the estimators are efficient, and they
appear to be very similar. The OSI method needs to estimate the score function, and
the Maximum Emperical Likelihood methods use a grid search to find the estimate
for ϑ, so the smallest MSE comes from the OLS method. When the errors follow the
standard logistic distribution as in Figure 10, more separation can be seen between
the methods. OSI happens to do poorly for small sample sizes due to the estimation
of the score function, while MELE with one constraint does well.
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Fig. 9. MSE for various methods of estimating ϑ under normal errors.

















Fig. 10. MSE for various methods of estimating ϑ under logistic errors.
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Fig. 11. MSE for various methods of estimating ϑ under Gumbel errors.




















Fig. 12. MSE for various methods of estimating ϑ under double exponential errors.
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The results from the Gumbel distribution are in Figure 11. The OLS is clearly
the least desirable method, while the MELE with three constraints performs the
best. For the double exponential model shown in Figure 12 the OLS and OSI methods
struggle while the three MELE methods are very close. The results of all these models
show that the OLS works well with distributions that are similar to the normal, but
departures from normality make the MELE methods preferable. For small sample
sizes the OSI method often has more variability than the MELE methods.
Table V shows the values of the MSE averaged over the 20,000 iterations. The
simulation used three sample sizes, N = 50, N = 500, and N = 5000. Then the
observed values of MSE were fit to a 1/N model for the plots shown in the paper.
2. Estimation of E(Y )
Using the model as defined in Chapter V where the goal is to estimate E(Y ) under
the simple linear model where Y = ϑX + . Let X ∼ Uniform(0, 2), and ϑ = 3.
The following error distributions of  are considered:
1.  ∼ Normal(0, 1) where the OLS method is efficient;
2.  ∼ t with 3 degrees of freedom;
3.  ∼ Gamma with a variance of 2 shifted to have a mean of 0.
4.  ∼ Logistic which under the standard distribution has heavy tails compared
to the Normal distribution.
5.  ∼ Gumbel which under the standard distribution is similar to the Normal
but is skewed.
For each scenario the asymptotic variances will be compared using the following
methods:
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Table V. Simulation results for the estimation of ϑ from 20,000 iterations.
Normal t2 Logistic Gumbel Gamma DExp
errors errors errors errors errors errors
N=50
OLS 0.01527 0.1989 0.04995 0.02503 0.03085 0.03097
OSI 0.01658 0.07616 0.05278 0.02449 0.02661 0.03022
MELE1 0.01567 0.05795 0.04895 0.02384 0.02772 0.02747
MELE2 0.01598 0.05785 0.04992 0.02366 0.02662 0.02746
MELE3 0.01598 0.06247 0.05062 0.02341 0.02491 0.02776
N=500
OLS 0.001499 0.02289 0.004972 0.002494 0.002986 0.002991
OSI 0.001542 0.007142 0.005023 0.002245 0.002068 0.002714
MELE1 0.001521 0.006946 0.004846 0.002329 0.002459 0.002557
MELE2 0.001527 0.006969 0.004859 0.002278 0.002383 0.002562
MELE3 0.001523 0.006941 0.004898 0.002258 0.002254 0.002535
N=5000
OLS 0.000147 0.002705 0.0004896 0.0002462 0.0003038 0.0002969
OSI 0.0001487 0.0008128 0.000484 0.0002184 0.0001849 0.0002535
MELE1 0.0001504 0.000724 0.0004759 0.0002281 0.0002284 0.0002523
MELE2 0.0001505 0.0007245 0.0004769 0.0002228 0.0002314 0.0002523
MELE3 0.0001486 0.0007121 0.0004774 0.0002203 0.0002268 0.0002463
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1. LD - Listwise Deletion (Equation 3.5);
2. PS - Propensity Score using the true pi(X) (Equation 3.7);
3. PI EFF - Partial Imputation with an efficient estimate (Equation 4.3);
4. FI EFF - Full imputation with an efficient estimate (Equation 4.4);
5. PI OLS - Partial Imputation using Ordinary Least Squares (Equation 4.15);
6. FI OLS - Full Imputation using Ordinary Least Squares (Equation 4.16).
There are three different types of missing structures that are considered:
1. None - When there is no missing data;
2. Gaussian - a normal probability of the response being missing as defined in
Section B;
3. Exponential - where the probability of the response being missing is higher on
one end as defined in Section C.
a. No missing data
The graph for the normally distributed data is shown on page 69. Figure 13 shows
the MSE for the estimates of E(Y ) when the errors have a t distribution. Figure 14
shows the same for when the errors have a gamma distribution. Figure 15 is for the
logistic distribution, and Figure 16 is for the Gumbel distribution.
Table VI shows the MSE values from 20,000 simulations where there is no missing
data and the errors are normally distributed. Table VII shows the same thing for
errors that have a t distribution, while Table VIII, Table IX, and Table X have errors



































































































































































































































































































































































Fig. 16. MSE for estimating E[Y ] where the errors have the Gumbel distribution and
no missing data
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Table VI. Simulation results showing the MSE for the estimation of E[Y ]where there




OLS 0.08017 0.08017 0.07514
OSI 0.08017 0.08017 0.07642
MELE1 0.08017 0.08017 0.0754
MELE2 0.08017 0.08017 0.07566
MELE3 0.08017 0.08017 0.0756
N=500
OLS 0.008047 0.008047 0.007517
OSI 0.008047 0.008047 0.007565
MELE1 0.008047 0.008047 0.007543
MELE2 0.008047 0.008047 0.007552
MELE3 0.008047 0.008047 0.00755
N=5000
OLS 0.0008031 0.0008031 0.0007417
OSI 0.0008031 0.0008031 0.0007426
MELE1 0.0008031 0.0008031 0.0007467
MELE2 0.0008031 0.0008031 0.0007472
MELE3 0.0008031 0.0008031 0.0007438
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Table VII. Simulation results showing the MSE for the estimation of E[Y ]where there




OLS 0.3408 0.3408 0.2533
OSI 0.3408 0.3408 0.1359
MELE1 0.3408 0.3408 0.1185
MELE2 0.3408 0.3408 0.1185
MELE3 0.3408 0.3408 0.123
N=500
OLS 0.03958 0.03958 0.02842
OSI 0.03958 0.03958 0.01299
MELE1 0.03958 0.03958 0.01276
MELE2 0.03958 0.03958 0.01279
MELE3 0.03958 0.03958 0.01279
N=5000
OLS 0.005383 0.005383 0.003659
OSI 0.005383 0.005383 0.001781
MELE1 0.005383 0.005383 0.002227
MELE2 0.005383 0.005383 0.002228
MELE3 0.005383 0.005383 0.002217
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Table VIII. Simulation results showing the MSE for the estimation of E[Y ]where there




OLS 0.1255 0.1255 0.1098
OSI 0.1255 0.1255 0.1126
MELE1 0.1255 0.1255 0.1088
MELE2 0.1255 0.1255 0.11
MELE3 0.1255 0.1255 0.1104
N=500
OLS 0.01261 0.01261 0.01095
OSI 0.01261 0.01261 0.011
MELE1 0.01261 0.01261 0.01084
MELE2 0.01261 0.01261 0.01086
MELE3 0.01261 0.01261 0.01088
N=5000
OLS 0.001241 0.001241 0.001103
OSI 0.001241 0.001241 0.001097
MELE1 0.001241 0.001241 0.001091
MELE2 0.001241 0.001241 0.001092
MELE3 0.001241 0.001241 0.001091
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Table IX. Simulation results showing the MSE for the estimation of E[Y ]where there




OLS 0.09278 0.09278 0.08463
OSI 0.09278 0.09278 0.08406
MELE1 0.09278 0.09278 0.08349
MELE2 0.09278 0.09278 0.08319
MELE3 0.09278 0.09278 0.08261
N=500
OLS 0.009308 0.009308 0.008478
OSI 0.009308 0.009308 0.008231
MELE1 0.009308 0.009308 0.008317
MELE2 0.009308 0.009308 0.008275
MELE3 0.009308 0.009308 0.008256
N=5000
OLS 0.0009494 0.0009494 0.0008692
OSI 0.0009494 0.0009494 0.0008382
MELE1 0.0009494 0.0009494 0.0008481
MELE2 0.0009494 0.0009494 0.0008413
MELE3 0.0009494 0.0009494 0.000839
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Table X. Simulation results showing the MSE for the estimation of E[Y ]where there




OLS 0.1007 0.1007 0.09005
OSI 0.1007 0.1007 0.08528
MELE1 0.1007 0.1007 0.08634
MELE2 0.1007 0.1007 0.08509
MELE3 0.1007 0.1007 0.08332
N=500
OLS 0.009929 0.009929 0.008939
OSI 0.009929 0.009929 0.008027
MELE1 0.009929 0.009929 0.008436
MELE2 0.009929 0.009929 0.008348
MELE3 0.009929 0.009929 0.008204
N=5000
OLS 0.001015 0.001015 0.0009151
OSI 0.001015 0.001015 0.0007856
MELE1 0.001015 0.001015 0.0008403
MELE2 0.001015 0.001015 0.0008351
MELE3 0.001015 0.001015 0.0008289
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b. Gaussian missing structure
Figure 17 shows the MSE for the estimates of E(Y ) when the errors have a normal
distribution. Figure 18 shows the same for when the errors have a t distribution.
Figure 19 is for the gamma distribution, Figure 20 is for the logistic distribution, and
Figure 21 is for the Gumbel distribution.
Table XI shows the MSE values from 20,000 simulations where the missing struc-
ture is Gaussian and the errors are normally distributed. Table XII shows the same
thing for errors that have a t distribution, while Table XIII, Table XIV, and Table XV


























































































Fig. 17. MSE for estimating E[Y ] where the errors have the normal distribution and


















































































































































































Fig. 19. MSE for estimating E[Y ] where the errors have the gamma distribution and
























































































Fig. 20. MSE for estimating E[Y ] where the errors have the logistic distribution and























































































Fig. 21. MSE for estimating E[Y ] where the errors have the Gumbel distribution and
a Gaussian missingness structure
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Table XI. Simulation results showing the MSE for the estimation of E[Y ]where the




OLS 0.1777 0.09571 0.09443
OSI 0.1777 0.0971 0.09667
MELE1 0.1777 0.09593 0.09502
MELE2 0.1777 0.09545 0.09525
MELE3 0.1777 0.09444 0.09468
N=500
OLS 0.01806 0.009686 0.009567
OSI 0.01806 0.009736 0.009634
MELE1 0.01806 0.009715 0.009607
MELE2 0.01806 0.009712 0.009623
MELE3 0.01806 0.009699 0.009642
N=5000
OLS 0.001776 0.000951 0.0009395
OSI 0.001776 0.000953 0.0009424
MELE1 0.001776 0.0009535 0.0009424
MELE2 0.001776 0.0009534 0.0009425
MELE3 0.001776 0.0009524 0.0009419
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Table XII. Simulation results showing the MSE for the estimation of E[Y ]where the




OLS 3.387 2.132 1.418
OSI 3.387 1.431 NaN
MELE1 3.387 0.9123 0.2325
MELE2 3.387 0.9055 0.2284
MELE3 3.387 0.9005 0.2254
N=500
OLS 0.115 0.08583 0.07203
OSI 0.115 0.05789 0.03451
MELE1 0.115 0.04686 0.02426
MELE2 0.115 0.04762 0.02459
MELE3 0.115 0.04953 0.02549
N=5000
OLS 0.007591 0.006255 0.006109
OSI 0.007591 0.003831 0.002914
MELE1 0.007591 0.003808 0.002613
MELE2 0.007591 0.003808 0.002616
MELE3 0.007591 0.003791 0.002598
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Table XIII. Simulation results showing the MSE for the estimation of E[Y ]where the




OLS 0.2719 0.1804 0.1757
OSI 0.2719 0.1843 0.183
MELE1 0.2719 0.1798 0.1757
MELE2 0.2719 0.1775 0.1755
MELE3 0.2719 0.1742 0.1734
N=500
OLS 0.02746 0.01817 0.01772
OSI 0.02746 0.01827 0.01794
MELE1 0.02746 0.01808 0.01761
MELE2 0.02746 0.01808 0.01769
MELE3 0.02746 0.0181 0.01784
N=5000
OLS 0.002713 0.001787 0.001733
OSI 0.002713 0.00178 0.001728
MELE1 0.002713 0.001774 0.001714
MELE2 0.002713 0.001775 0.001717
MELE3 0.002713 0.001772 0.001714
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Table XIV. Simulation results showing the MSE for the estimation of E[Y ]where the




OLS 0.2059 0.1205 0.1182
OSI 0.2059 0.1205 0.1189
MELE1 0.2059 0.1189 0.1163
MELE2 0.2059 0.1174 0.1156
MELE3 0.2059 0.1159 0.1146
N=500
OLS 0.02063 0.01187 0.01169
OSI 0.02063 0.0117 0.01139
MELE1 0.02063 0.01175 0.01149
MELE2 0.02063 0.01169 0.01145
MELE3 0.02063 0.01165 0.01145
N=5000
OLS 0.002079 0.00121 0.001185
OSI 0.002079 0.001183 0.001145
MELE1 0.002079 0.001196 0.001163
MELE2 0.002079 0.001191 0.001157
MELE3 0.002079 0.001186 0.001152
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Table XV. Simulation results showing the MSE for the estimation of E[Y ]where the




OLS 0.2193 0.1337 0.1312
OSI 0.2193 0.1306 0.06195
MELE1 0.2193 0.13 0.1257
MELE2 0.2193 0.1278 0.1242
MELE3 0.2193 0.1249 0.1214
N=500
OLS 0.02198 0.01325 0.01295
OSI 0.02198 0.01262 0.01183
MELE1 0.02198 0.01294 0.01245
MELE2 0.02198 0.01274 0.01224
MELE3 0.02198 0.01256 0.01202
N=5000
OLS 0.002214 0.001333 0.001302
OSI 0.002214 0.001233 0.001135
MELE1 0.002214 0.001288 0.001228
MELE2 0.002214 0.001275 0.001215
MELE3 0.002214 0.00126 0.001197
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c. Exponential missing structure
The graph for the normally distributed data is shown on page 70, and the graph for
the errors with the gamma distribution is on page 72. Figure 13 shows the MSE for
the estimates of E(Y ) when the errors have a t distribution. Figure 15 is for the
logistic distribution, and Figure 16 is for the Gumbel distribution.
Table XVI shows the MSE values from 20,000 simulations where the missing
structure is exponential and the errors are normally distributed. Table XVII shows
the same thing for errors that have a t distribution, while Table XVIII, Table XIX,













































































































































































Fig. 23. MSE for estimating E[Y ] where the errors have the logistic distribution and

























































































Fig. 24. MSE for estimating E[Y ] where the errors have the Gumbel distribution and
an exponential missing structure
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Table XVI. Simulation results showing the MSE for the estimation of E[Y ]where the




OLS 0.7173 0.1135 0.1102
OSI 0.7173 0.1201 0.119
MELE1 0.7173 0.1145 0.1107
MELE2 0.7173 0.1145 0.1123
MELE3 0.7173 0.1128 0.1115
N=500
OLS 0.5884 0.01117 0.01081
OSI 0.5884 0.01138 0.01106
MELE1 0.5884 0.01129 0.01093
MELE2 0.5884 0.0113 0.01098
MELE3 0.5884 0.01124 0.01095
N=5000
OLS 0.5772 0.001118 0.001089
OSI 0.5772 0.001126 0.0011
MELE1 0.5772 0.001128 0.0011
MELE2 0.5772 0.001128 0.0011
MELE3 0.5772 0.001122 0.001096
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Table XVII. Simulation results showing the MSE for the estimation of E[Y ]where the




OLS 1.115 0.6219 0.5781
OSI 1.115 0.4435 0.3657
MELE1 1.115 0.3576 0.2465
MELE2 1.115 0.3462 0.2396
MELE3 1.115 0.3444 0.2448
N=500
OLS 0.6689 0.09887 0.08646
OSI 0.6689 0.05422 0.0325
MELE1 0.6689 0.05122 0.02831
MELE2 0.6689 0.05156 0.02843
MELE3 0.6689 0.05148 0.02917
N=5000
OLS 0.5844 0.009699 0.00919
OSI 0.5844 0.0041 0.002932
MELE1 0.5844 0.004163 0.002518
MELE2 0.5844 0.004074 0.002474
MELE3 0.5844 0.004043 0.002449
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Table XVIII. Simulation results showing the MSE for the estimation of E[Y ]where the





OLS 0.8189 0.2433 0.2334
OSI 0.8189 0.2628 0.2618
MELE1 0.8189 0.243 0.2307
MELE2 0.8189 0.2405 0.2322
MELE3 0.8189 0.2368 0.2325
N=500
OLS 0.6 0.02326 0.02206
OSI 0.6 0.02346 0.02239
MELE1 0.6 0.02279 0.0214
MELE2 0.6 0.02282 0.02157
MELE3 0.6 0.02286 0.02181
N=5000
OLS 0.5783 0.002267 0.002173
OSI 0.5783 0.00226 0.002176
MELE1 0.5783 0.00223 0.002128
MELE2 0.5783 0.00223 0.002129
MELE3 0.5783 0.002226 0.002128
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Table XIX. Simulation results showing the MSE for the estimation of E[Y ]where the




OLS 0.7453 0.1533 0.148
OSI 0.7453 0.1555 0.1524
MELE1 0.7453 0.1486 0.1406
MELE2 0.7453 0.1467 0.1407
MELE3 0.7453 0.1435 0.1388
N=500
OLS 0.594 0.01457 0.01406
OSI 0.594 0.01393 0.01321
MELE1 0.594 0.01401 0.01328
MELE2 0.594 0.01384 0.01317
MELE3 0.594 0.01373 0.01314
N=5000
OLS 0.5778 0.001462 0.001405
OSI 0.5778 0.001362 0.001281
MELE1 0.5778 0.001398 0.001321
MELE2 0.5778 0.001383 0.001308
MELE3 0.5778 0.001371 0.001297
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Table XX. Simulation results showing the MSE for the estimation of E[Y ]where the




OLS 0.7589 0.1702 0.1639
OSI 0.7589 0.1629 0.1558
MELE1 0.7589 0.159 0.1478
MELE2 0.7589 0.154 0.1442
MELE3 0.7589 0.1473 0.1377
N=500
OLS 0.5911 0.01654 0.01588
OSI 0.5911 0.01423 0.01272
MELE1 0.5911 0.015 0.01375
MELE2 0.5911 0.01459 0.01343
MELE3 0.5911 0.01418 0.013
N=5000
OLS 0.5776 0.001632 0.001567
OSI 0.5776 0.001299 0.001136
MELE1 0.5776 0.00141 0.001262
MELE2 0.5776 0.001399 0.001269
MELE3 0.5776 0.001372 0.001244
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B. R code
1. Simulations with calculation of ϑ and E(Y)
The variable filenum changes which sample size, missingness structure and error


























n<-nlist[(filenum-1) %/% (length(elist)*length(dlist)) +1]
thisr<-rlist[1]
thise<-elist[(filenum-1) %/% (length(dlist)) %% length(elist) +1]











##Define theta, r (parametric pieces)
































































































































































####ESTIMATE THE FUNCTION H #######################
############################################














#THIS IS NO IMPUTATION
hsno[t]<-mean(h(x[d==1],y[d==1]))


























































































#} #end for(n in nlist)
#} #end for(thisr in rlist)
#} #end for(thise in elist)







2. Combine output files
R-code used to take the multiple output data files and combine them together to find
the average across all simulations. Some simulations were lost due to errors, and those
are dropped and accounted for. The final output is a matrix called ”MSEEY “ which
has for each row a scenario (a different combination of error structure, missingness





















#EACH ROW IS A SCENARIO,
#EACH COLUMN A THETHAHAT-IMPUTE METHOD
MSEEY<-matrix(0,3*3*5,3*7)
emptymseey<-matrix(0,3*3*5,3*7)

























N[i]<-nlist[(i-1) %/% (length(elist)*length(dlist)) +1]
E[i]<-elist[(i-1)
%/% (length(dlist)) %% length(elist) +1]
D[i]<-dlist[(i-1) %% length(dlist) +1]































































#A FUNCTION TO MAKE SURE ALL THE SIMULATIONS






















3. Graph the MSE for the estimation of ϑ
The ”plotj“ function does the plot for scenario j where each scenario is a unique
sample size, missingness structure and error distribution combination.






























































4. Create a table for the estimation of ϑ
Final result prints out the table in Latex code.



































































































































5. Solve for the MSE of the propensity score method


















%/% (length(dlist)) %% length(elist) +1]






































6. Graphs of the E(Y )
The function ”graphey“ takes in a variable scene which determines the combination
of error distribution and missingness structure. The variable pickn determines the















































































#NORMAL ONE END N=50 USED IN ARTICLE
graphey(2,1)
#NORMAL ONE END N=500 USED IN ARTICLE
graphey(2,2)
#NORMAL ONE END N=5000 USED IN ARTICLE
graphey(2,3)
#NORMAL NONE N=50 USED IN ARTICLE
graphey(3,1)
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#NORMAL NONE N=500 USED IN ARTICLE
graphey(3,2)
#NORMAL NONE N=5000 USED IN ARTICLE
graphey(3,3)
#GAMMA ONE END N=50 USED IN ARTICLE
graphey(14,1)
#GAMMA ONE END N=500 USED IN ARTICLE
graphey(14,2)
#GAMMA ONE END N=5000 USED IN ARTICLE
graphey(14,3)























for(i in 1:3){ #MISSINGNESS STRUCTURES









caps1[1]<-"where the missing structure is gaussian"
caps1[2]<-"where the missing structure is exponential"
caps1[3]<-"where there is no missing data"
caps2<-NULL
caps2[1]<-" and the errors have a normal distribution"
caps2[2]<-" and the errors have a $t_2$ distribution"
caps2[3]<-" and the errors have a Logistic distribution"
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caps2[4]<-" and the errors have a Gumbell distribution"

























"\\caption{Simulation results showing the MSE for






























































8. The asymptotic variances of estimators for E(Y )
The asymptotic variance for each example use different imputation methods as well as
different estimates of ϑ and different error structures. The asymptotic variance for the


















































































































rownames(check)<-c("Theory v","Sim v","sd v","Diff v",





















































In this section I introduce a much more complex model, and go through the formula-
tion for the canonical gradient. By matching this canonical gradient to the influence
function of an estimator it can be used to check if an estimator is efficient for this
model. Such an efficient estimator has yet to be found, but the following derivation
shows the incredible complexity that comes with a generalization of the model. The
model is
Y = rϑ(X) + γ(Z) + 
where Y is the response, rϑ(X) is the known parametric function and ϑ is the un-
known parameter for the random covariate X with dimension k1, γ(Z) is the unknown
non-parametric component for the random covariate Z with dimension k2, and  is
the random error term with distribution f which has mean 0 and variance σ2. See
Mu¨ller et al. (2007) for details on estimating the error distribution of such a model.
Further assume X and Z are independent of .
The responses are MAR where
δ =

0 if Y is missing
1 if Y is not missing
the observed data is (X,Z, δ, δY ). See Wang et al. (2004) for details on the Missing
At Random assumption for this model. The goal will be to estimate E[Y ]. The joint
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distribution of the data is
P (X,Z, Y, δ) = G(dx, dz)Bpi(X,Z)(dδ)
{
δQ(dy|X,Z) + (1− δ)δo(Y )
}
where G(dx, dz) is the marginal distribution of (X,Z), Bpi(X,Z)(dδ) is the distribu-
tion of the conditional probability pi(X,Z) of δ = 1, Q(dy|X,Z) is the conditional
distribution of Y given (X = x, Z = z), and δo(Y ) is the Dirac measure on dy at 0.
The canonical gradient is calculated by using Hellinger Derivatives to perturb
the joint distribution and find the tangent space.
2. Perturbations through Hellinger derivatives
Lemma VI.1 The tangent space defined for the model above is
P˙n =
{
u(X,Z) + δv(Y,X,Z) + (δ − pi)w(X,Z)
}
.
where u(X,Z), v(Y,X,Z), and w(X,Z) are perturbations defined as the following
Hellinger Derivatives













with the constraints that each perturbation is square integrable and∫
u(x, z)G(dx, dz) = 0 (A.1)∫
v(y, x, z)Q(dy|x, z) = 0. (A.2)
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Proof: The use of
√
n consistency in a semi-parametric model is explained in Schick
(1996a). Use the notation given above for the model and the derivatives with each
constraint. It may be also noted that
Q(dy|X,Z) = f {Y − rϑ(X)− γ(Z)} dy (A.3)
which will be incorporated later. The proof will show that
Pnuwv(X,Z, Y, δ) = P (X,Z, Y, δ)(1 + n
−1/2P˙n)
The perturbed probability model is defined by
Pnuwv(X,Z, Y, δ)
= Gnu(X,Z)Bpinpi(X,Z)(dδ){δQnv(Y |X,Z) + (1− δ)δo(Y )}
= G(dx, dz){1 + n−1/2u(X,Z)}Bpi(X,Z)(dδ)[1 + n−1/2{δ − pi(X,Z)}w(X,Z)]






+G(dx, dz)Bpi(X,Z)(dδ)(1− δ)δo(Y )
+G(dx, dz)Bpi(X,Z)(dδ)Q(dy|X,Z)n−1/2{δ − pi(X,Z)}w(X,Z)δ
+G(dx, dz)Bpi(X,Z)(dδ)Q(dy|X,Z)n−1{δ − pi(X,Z)}w(X,Z)δv(Y,X,Z)
+G(dx, dz)Bpi(X,Z)(dδ)n





+G(dx, dz)Bpi(X,Z)(dδ)Q(dy|X,Z)n−1u(X,Z){δ − pi(X,Z)}w(X,Z)δ
+G(dx, dz)Bpi(X,Z)(dδ)Q(dy|X,Z)n−3/2u(X,Z){δ − pi(X,Z)}w(X,Z)δv(Y,X,Z)
+G(dx, dz)Bpi(X,Z)(dδ)n
−1u(X,Z){δ − pi(X,Z)}w(X,Z)(1− δ)δo(Y ).
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+G(dx, dz)Bpi(X,Z)(dδ)(1− δ)δo(Y )
+G(dx, dz)Bpi(X,Z)(dδ)Q(dy|X,Z)n−1/2{δ − pi(X,Z)}w(X,Z)δ
+G(dx, dz)Bpi(X,Z)(dδ)n






After combining the like terms this becomes
Pnuwv(X,Z, Y, δ)
= G(dx, dz)Bpi(X,Z)(dδ){δQ(dy|X,Z) + (1− δ)δo(Y )}
+G(dx, dz)Bpi(X,Z)(dδ)Q(dy|X,Z)n−1/2[
δu(X,Z) + δv(Y,X,Z) + {δ − pi(X,Z)}w(X,Z)δ
]
+G(dx, dz)Bpi(X,Z)(dδ)n
−1/2(1− δ)δo(Y )[{δ − pi(X,Z)}w(X,Z) + u(X,Z)]
+op(n
−1/2).
The first term is P (X,Z, Y, δ). Since δ(1 − δ) is 0 with probability 1, a term is
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introduced at the end,
Pnuwv(X,Z, Y, δ)








(1− δ)δo(Y )[u(X,Z) +
{δ − pi(X,Z)}w(X,Z)]
)
+n−1/2G(dx, dz)Bpi(X,Z)(dδ)δ(1− δ)δo(Y )v(Y,X,Z)
= P (X,Z, Y, δ)
+n−1/2G(dx, dz)Bpi(X,Z)(dδ)
{
δQ(dy|X,Z) + (1− δ)δo(Y )
}
[








u(X,Z) + δv(Y,X,Z) + {δ − pi(X,Z)}w(X,Z)])
+op(n
−1/2).
Therefore the tangent space of P (X,Z, Y, δ) is
P˙n =
{







3. Hajek-Le Cam convolution theorem
An estimator χˆ for χ(G,B,Q) is regular with limit L if L is a random variable such
that under Pnuwv(X,Z, Y, δ)
n1/2{χˆ− χ(G,B,Q)} → L.
The convolution theorem says that L is distributed as the sum of two random vari-
ables, the first being normal with mean zero and variance E[(gr(ϑ,γ))
2], and the sec-
ond being independent to the first. Thus χˆ is efficient if it is regular with limit
N(0, E[(gr(ϑ,γ))
2]). Using the definition of the influence function inf ∈ L2,0(P ),




This means a regular estimator is efficient if and only if it is asymptotically linear
with influence function inf = gr(ϑ,γ) where gr(ϑ,γ) is the canonical gradient function.
The canonical gradient is defined by
n1/2{χˆ− χ(Gnu, Qnw, Qnv)} → E{gr>(ϑ,γ)gr(ϑ∗,γ∗)}. (A.4)
where gr(ϑ,γ) is any gradient in the the tangent space, and gr(ϑ∗,γ∗) is the canonical
gradient. The canonical gradient is a gradient which is in the tangent space of the
model. The tangent space is found by perturbing the unknown elements of the model.
For the model under consideration the gradient will be an element of P˙n, so define
the canonical gradient as
gr(ϑ∗,γ∗) = u∗(X,Z) + δv∗(Y,X,Z) + {δ − pi(X,Z)}w∗(X,Z). (A.5)
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The following lemma will simplify the characterization used by Equation A.4 for this
canonical gradient.
Lemma VI.2 For the model defined above, the characterization for the canonical
gradient is
E{Y u(X,Z)}+ E{Y v(Y,X,Z)}
= E {u∗(X,Z)u(X,Z)}+ E {δv∗(Y,X,Z)v(Y,X,Z)}
+E
[{δ − pi(X,Z)}2w∗(X,Z)w(X,Z)] .
Proof: For this model,
χ(Gnu, Qnw, Qnv) = Enuwv[Y ] =
∫ ∫ ∫
Y Gnu(X,Z)Bpinpi(X,Z)(dδ)Qnv(Y |X,Z)
χ(G,B,Q) = E[Y ] =
∫ ∫ ∫
Y G(dx, dz)Bpi(X,Z)(dδ)Q(dy|X,Z).






































Y Q(dy|X,Z)G(dx, dz) + Y Q(dy|X,Z)n−1/2v(Y,X,Z)G(dx, dz)













Y {u(X,Z) + v(Y,X,Z)}G(dx, dz)Q(dy|X,Z)
]
= E{Y u(X,Z)}+ E{Y v(Y,X,Z)}. (A.6)







u∗(X,Z) + δv∗(Y,X,Z) + {δ − pi(X,Z)}w∗(X,Z)
]
[
u(X,Z) + δv(Y,X,Z) + {δ − pi(X,Z)}w(X,Z)])
Since these perturbations were constrained to have a mean of zero, the cross product
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u∗(X,Z)u(X,Z) + δv∗(Y,X,Z)v(Y,X,Z) +
{δ − pi(X,Z)}2w∗(X,Z)w(X,Z)
]
= E {u∗(X,Z)u(X,Z)}+ E {δv∗(Y,X,Z)v(Y,X,Z)}
+E
[{δ − pi(X,Z)}2w∗(X,Z)w(X,Z)] . (A.7)
Equating Equation A.6 to Equation A.7 we get
E{Y u(X,Z)}+ E{Y v(Y,X,Z)}
= E {u∗(X,Z)u(X,Z)}+ E {δv∗(Y,X,Z)v(Y,X,Z)}
+E
[{δ − pi(X,Z)}2w∗(X,Z)w(X,Z)] .
Lemma VI.3 For the canonical gradient defined in Equation A.5, w∗(X,Z) = 0, so
the canonical gradient is
gr(ϑ∗,γ∗) = u∗(X,Z) + δv∗(Y,X,Z).
Proof: The characterization given in Lemma VI.2 is true for any u(X,Z) and
v(Y,X,Z) so set u(X,Z) = 0 and v(Y,X,Z) = 0. This yields
0 = E
[{δ − pi(X,Z)}2w∗(X,Z)w(X,Z)] .
This equation must hold true for any w(X,Z), so w∗(X,Z) = 0.
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Lemma VI.4 For the canonical gradient defined in Lemma VI.3,
u∗(X,Z) = rϑ(X) + γ(Z)− E{rϑ(X) + γ(Z)}.
This leaves the canonical gradient as
gr(ϑ∗,γ∗) = rϑ(X) + γ(Z)− E{rϑ(X) + γ(Z)}+ δv∗(Y,X,Z).
Proof: The characterization given in Lemma VI.2 is true for any v(Y,X,Z). From
Lemma VI.3 we know w∗(X,Z) = 0, so set v(Y,X,Z) = 0. This leaves the charac-
terization of the canonical gradient as
E{Y u(X,Z)} = E{u∗(X,Z)u(X,Z)}.
The obvious solution to this equation is u∗(X,Z) = Y , but the restriction from
Equation A.1 was that the expected value needs to be zero. The next obvious step
is Y − E(Y ) but this no longer solves the equation. The solution that satisfies the
equation and constraint is E{Y |(X,Z)} − E(Y ). This solves the equation because
E{u∗(X,Z)u(X,Z)} = E
([























The last step comes from E{u(X,Z)} = 0. This satisfies Constraint A.1 because∫
u∗(X,Z)G(dx, dz) = E
[







= E(Y )− E(Y )
= 0.
This means
u∗(X,Z) = E{Y |(X,Z)} − E(Y )
= rϑ(X) + γ(Z)− E{rϑ(X) + γ(Z)}.
The characterization for the canonical gradient given in Lemma VI.4 is true for
any u so setting u = 0 the result is
E{Y v(Y,X,Z)} = E{δv∗(Y,X,Z)v(Y,X,Z)}. (A.8)
This equation is not easily solved. This problem can be broken into smaller pieces by
incorporating the restriction in Equation A.3
Q(dy|X,Z) = f {Y − rϑ(X)− γ(Z)} dy (A.9)
and defining further perturbations. Define the perturbations using the following
Hellinger Derivatives,




ϑnt = ϑ+ n
−1/2t
γng(Z) = γ(Z) + n
−1/2g(Z).
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for t ∈ Rk1 , g(Z) maps Rk2 → R, s() ∈ R and subject to the constraints∫
s()f()d = 0 (A.10)∫
s()f()d = 0. (A.11)
Which guarantees the needed assumptions for a valid error distribution, namely
E{fns ()} = 0∫
fns () d = 1.
Lemma VI.5 Using the notation defined above,
v∗(Y,X,Z) = s() + l(){t>X + g(Z)}.
Proof: The perturbed f is
fns (tg) = fns{Y − rϑnt(X)− γng(Z)}
= f{Y − rϑnt(X)− γng(Z)}[









Y − {rϑnt(X) + γ(Z) + n−1/2g(Z)}
])
. (A.12)
To simplify note that by using a Taylor Series expansion where r˙ϑ(X) is the derivative
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of rϑ(X),
rϑnt(X) = rϑ(X) + (ϑnt − ϑ)>r˙ϑ(X) + op(n−1/2)
= rϑ(X) + (ϑ+ n
−1/2t− ϑ)>r˙ϑ(X) + op(n−1/2)
= rϑ(X) + n
−1/2t>r˙ϑ(X) + op(n−1/2).
By substituting this into Equation A.12
fns (tg) = f
[














Y − {rϑ(X) + γ(Z) + n−1/2t>r˙ϑ(X) + n−1/2g(Z)}
])
.
To find the relationship between fns (tg) and f() I will use a Taylor Series expansion.
To help simplify the calculation let ∆ = −n−1/2{t>r˙ϑ(X) + g(Z)}. Then equation
becomes
fns (tg) = f (+ ∆)
{
1 + n−1/2s (+ ∆)
}
. (A.13)
Define f˙() as the derivative of f() and s˙() as the derivative of s(). Then by Taylor
Expansion
f(+ ∆) = f() + (+ ∆− )f˙() + op(n−1/2)
s(+ ∆) = s() + (+ ∆− )s˙() + op(n−1/2).
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= f() + f()n−1/2s()− n−1f()s˙(){t>r˙ϑ(X) + g(Z)}
−n−1/2f˙(){t>r˙ϑ(X) + g(Z)} − f˙()s()n−1{t>r˙ϑ(X) + g(Z)}
+n−3/2f˙()s˙(){t>r˙ϑ(X) + g(Z)}+ op(n−1/2).
Note that any term with n raised to a negative power greater than 1/2 can be put
into the term op(n
−1/2). Then
fns (tg) = f() + f()n










Define the score function l() = − f˙()
f()
, then










By comparing this result with Equation A.2 and Equation A.3 and noting that this
perturbation is a function of (X,Z, Y ) it is clear




4. Simplifying the tangent space
Future calculations will be simplified by breaking v∗(Y,X,Z) into two convenient
pieces. To do this the following three lemmas will be helpful. The first shows that
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any function of X and δ times  is zero, the second shows E{l()} = 1, and the third
how to pull δ out of an expected value.
Lemma VI.6 For the model as defined above for any function g(X, δ),
E [g(X, δ)] = 0
Proof:
E [g(X, δ)] = E
[
g(X, δ)(Y − ϑ>X)]
= E [g(X, δ)Y ]− E [g(X, δ)ϑ>X]
= E [E {g(X, δ)Y |X}]− E [E {g(X, δ)ϑ>X|X}]
= E [E {g(X, δ)|X}E {Y |X}]− E [E {g(X, δ)|X}ϑ>X]
= E
[
E {g(X, δ)|X}ϑ>X]− E [E {g(X, δ)|X}ϑ>X]
= 0.
Lemma VI.7 For any random variable  with distribution f(), finite expected value,













































by the Divergence Theorem the limit of f() as  goes to −∞ or ∞ will be zero.
Thus
E{l()} = 1.
Lemma VI.8 For any function g(X,Z, δ, Y )
E{δg(X,Z, δ, Y )} = E(δ)E{g(X,Z, δ, Y )|δ = 1}.
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Proof: The proof is trivial since δ can only take two values, 0 or 1.
E{δg(X,Z, δ, Y )}
= E{1g(X,Z, δ, Y )|δ = 1}P (δ = 1) + E{0g(X,Z, δ, Y )}P (δ = 1)
= E{g(X,Z, δ, Y )|δ = 1}E(δ)
With these two lemmas it will be easier to show the simplification of v∗(Y,X,Z).
Lemma VI.9 Using the notation above v∗(Y,X,Z) can be rewritten as the sum of
the following pieces
s2() + ξ(X,Z, )
where
s2() ∈ S = {s()}
ξ(X,Z, ) =
[
φ(X,Z)− E{φ(X,Z)|δ = 1}
]
l() + E{φ(X,Z)|δ = 1} 
σ2
φ(X,Z) = t>r˙ϑ(X) + g(Z)
This is desirable because s2 is orthogonal to δξ(X,Z, ).
Proof: Using the definitions of ξ(X,Z, ) and φ(X,Z) given in the statement of the
lemma, add the defintion






Note that s3() ∈ ∫ because it satisfies the constraints in Equation A.10 and Equa-
tion A.11, namely E[s3()] = 0 and E[s3()] = 0. The form of v∗(Y,X,Z) can be
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rewritten as











φ(X,Z)− E{φ(X,Z)|δ = 1}
]
l() + E{φ(X,Z)|δ = 1} 
σ2
= s() + s3() + ξ(X,Z, ).
Next I will show that s() + s3() belongs to the set of s3() by showing it satisfies
the constraints in Equation A.10 and Equation A.11. First to show that s() + s3()
satistifies Equation A.10,∫



































And s() + s3() also satisfies Equation A.11 because∫































Now using Lemma VI.7,∫

















To simplify I will now refer to s()+s3() as simply s2() since it satisfies the conditions
to be an element of the set s(). This simplifies Lemma VI.5 to v∗(Y,X,Z) = s2() +
ξ(X,Z, ). This notation is desirable because the two pieces s2() and δξ(X,Z, ) are








φ(X,Z)− E{φ(X,Z)|δ = 1}
]
l() + E{φ(X,Z)|δ = 1} 
σ2
)}










Using Equation A.11 the last term is zero, and Lemma VI.8 simplifies the first term,
leaving
E {δs2()ξ(X,Z, )}
= E{φ(X,Z)|δ = 1}E(δ)E{s2()l()} − E(δ)E{s2()l()}E{φ(X,Z)|δ = 1}
= 0.
Thus the perturbation can be rewritten as the sum of
v∗(Y,X,Z) = s2() + ξ(X,Z, )
Where s2() is orthogonal to δξ(X,Z, ).
Lemma VI.10 The condition given in Equation A.8 can be simplified as
E{φ(X,Z)} = E[δ{s2∗() + ξ∗(X,Z, )}{s2() + ξ(X,Z, )}].
Proof: Using Lemma VI.9 into Equation A.8 the canonical gradient satisfies the
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condition
E{Y s2()}+ E{Y ξ(X,Z, )} (A.14)
= E[δ{s2∗() + ξ∗(X,Z, )}{s2() + ξ(X,Z, )}].
What is left is to show E{Y s2()} + E{Y ξ(X,Z, )} = E{φ(X,Z)}. This can be
shown by
E{Y s2()}+ E{Y ξ(X,Z, )}




φ(X,Z)− E{φ(X,Z)|δ = 1}]l() +
E{φ(X,Z)|δ = 1} 
σ2
)}




E{φ(X,Z)|δ = 1}E(Y ).
Now using the fact that Y = rϑ(X) + γ(Z) + ,




E{φ(X,Z)|δ = 1}E(Y )
= E[{rϑ(X) + γ(Z) + }s2()] + E[{rϑ(X) + γ(Z) + }φ(X,Z)l()]




E{φ(X,Z)|δ = 1}E[{rϑ(X) + γ(Z) + }]
= E[{rϑ(X) + γ(Z)}s2()] + E{s2()}
+E[{rϑ(X) + γ(Z)}φ(X,Z)l()] + E{φ(X,Z)l()}




E{φ(X,Z)|δ = 1}E[{rϑ(X) + γ(Z)}] + 1
σ2
E(2)E{φ(X,Z)|δ = 1}.
Note that since  is independant of X and Z, this equation can be simplified using
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Equation A.10 so the terms with E{s2()} = 0 and Equation A.11 so the terms with
E{s2()} = 0. In summary we have
E{Y s2()}+ E{Y ξ(X,Z, )}
= E[{rϑ(X) + γ(Z)}φ(X,Z)l()] + E{φ(X,Z)l()}




E{φ(X,Z)|δ = 1}E[{rϑ(X) + γ(Z)}] + 1
σ2
E(2)E{φ(X,Z)|δ = 1}.
Now using the fact that  is independant of X and Z and the fact that E() =
E{l()} = 0 and Lemma VI.7 which states E{l()} = 1 we can simplify the rest of
the equation to be
E{Y s2()}+ E{Y ξ(X,Z, )} = E{φ(X,Z)} − E{φ(X,Z)|δ = 1}
+E{φ(X,Z)|δ = 1}
= E{φ(X,Z)}.
This concludes the simplification of the first half of the equation, so the final form is
E{φ(X,Z)} = E[δ{s2∗() + ξ∗(X,Z, )}{s2() + ξ(X,Z, )}].
Lemma VI.11 Using the notation given, s2∗() = 0 which means
v∗(Y,X,Z) = ξ∗(X,Z, )
Proof: Lemma VI.10 holds for any t and g(Z), so it holds for t = 0 and g(Z) = 0.
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In this case φ(X,Z) = 0, and
ξ(X,Z, ) =
[
φ(X,Z)− E{φ(X,Z)|δ = 1}
]
l() + E{φ(X,Z)|δ = 1} 
σ2
= 0
So Lemma VI.10 in this case means
0 = E[δ{s2∗() + ξ∗(X,Z, )}s2()]










This is simplified in a similar manner to Lemma VI.6 where the expected value of a
function of (X,Z, δ) times  is zero.
0 = E{δs2∗()s2()}+ E{δs2()φ∗(X,Z)l()} − E[δs2()E{φ∗(X,Z)|δ = 1}l()].
Then using Lemma VI.8
0 = E{δs2∗()s2()}+ E(δ)E{s2()φ∗(X,Z)l()|δ = 1}
−E(δ)E{s2()l()|δ = 1}E{φ(X,Z)|δ = 1}
= E{δs2∗()s2()}+ E(δ)E{s2()l()|δ = 1}E{φ(X,Z)|δ = 1}
−E(δ)E{s2()l()|δ = 1}E{φ(X,Z)|δ = 1}
= E{δs2∗()s2()}.
The solution to this is s2∗() = 0, and v∗(Y,X,Z) = ξ∗(X,Z, ).
Corollary VI.12 Lemma VI.10 can be simplified to
E{φ(X,Z)} = E{δξ∗(X,Z, )ξ(X,Z, )}.
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s2() + ξ(X,Z, )
}]
= E{δξ∗(X,Z, )s2()}+ E{δξ∗(X,Z, )ξ(X,Z, )}.















The last term is zero by Equation A.11, the second term can be simplified by Lemma VI.8.





This finishes the proof.
5. Solving for the canonical gradient
The next Lemma will help simplify the canonical gradient further.
Lemma VI.13 For the model described above E{δφ∗(X,Z)} = σ2.
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Proof: Starting with Corollary VI.12,















E{δξ∗(X,Z, )}E{φ(X,Z)|δ = 1}.
By Lemma VI.8






















































































By Lemma VI.7 and using Lemma VI.8,
σ2 = E{δφ∗(X,Z)} − E(δ)E{φ∗(X,Z)|δ = 1}+ E(δ)E{φ∗(X,Z)|δ = 1}
= E{δφ∗(X,Z)}.
One benefit from this lemma is in the simplification of ξ∗(X,Z, ) as shown in
the following Corollary.
Corollary VI.14 Using the notation given







Proof: From Lemma VI.8 substituting in Lemma VI.13.

















The simplification of Equation A.15 using Lemma VI.13 will be easier to follow
if the expected values are solved individually. This will be done in the following three
lemmas. Define I as the Fischer Information for .
Lemma VI.15 Using the notation above
E{δl()ξ∗(X,Z, )} = 1.
Proof:





















E{δl()ξ∗(X,Z, )} = σ2I− σ2I+ 1
= 1.
Lemma VI.16 Using the notation above
E{δξ∗(X,Z, )} = σ2.
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Proof:

















By Lemma VI.7 and Lemma VI.13
E{δξ∗(X,Z, )} = E{δφ∗(X,Z)} − σ2 + σ2
= σ2.
Lemma VI.17 Using the notation above



































Now an important lemma to solve for g∗(Z) in terms of t∗.
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Then using Lemma VI.17,


































Using the Law of Iterated Expectations I will rewrite this equation so that φ(X,Z)















To simplify the notation momentarily let







so that Equation A.17 becomes





















This is true for any g(Z), so let g(Z) = E{g(Z)}+g0(Z) where E{g(Z)} is a constant,





= E[M(Z)E{g(Z)}] + E{M(Z)g0(Z)}
= E{g(Z)}E{M(Z)}+ E{M(Z)g0(Z)}
= E{M(Z)g0(Z)}.










Then substituting φ∗(X,Z) = t∗>r˙ϑ(X) + g∗(Z)

























Now the solution for t∗ can be found.


















































































































































































































































































































































































































The final form is now straightforward by Lemma VI.11.
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Theorem VI.21 For the model
Y = ϑ>rϑ(X) + γ(Z) + 
where Y is the response, rϑ(X) is the known parametric function and ϑ is the un-
known parameter for the random covariate X with dimension k1, γ(Z) is the unknown
non-parametric component for the random covariate Z with dimension k2, and  is
the random error term with mean 0 and variance σ2. Further assume (X,Z) is in-
dependent of . The responses are MAR with respect to the variable δ such that the
observed data is (X,Z, δ, δY ). The canonical gradient for estimating E(Y ) is



























Proof: The proof follows directly from Lemma VI.4 and Lemma VI.20
This canonical gradient can be used to check for whether an estimator is asymp-
totically efficient. If the influence function of the estimator matches this canonical
gradient it is efficient. Unfortunately for this example an estimator has yet to be
found which achieves this level of efficiency. The complexity can be observed by com-
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